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Today’s travelers are looking for convenience throughout 
their journeys, and hotels can exceed those expectations 
by providing a smart and fully connected experience. 
From digital check-ins, mobile keys, streaming video 
content, to food and beverage ordering, technology can 
seamlessly complement staff and instantly connect guests 
with digital services to enhance their stays.

Central to this experience is a solid internet connection, 
a key driver in positive guest satisfaction scores. Getting 
guests connected quickly helps them enjoy all of the 
services the hotel has to offer. 

Pairing access points from Cambium Networks with 
Nomadix gateways and the Nomadix Hotel Portal 
offers hotels highly reliable, fast and secure internet 
access. This combined solution provides the necessary 
administrative controls to effectively meet hotelier and 
guest expectations. 

HOW IT WORKS

Nomadix makes the setup process for hotels simple. “Set and forget” functionality requires configuration only once during 
initial setup with no need for future administration. Cambium Networks further enhances the functionality of the Nomadix 
gateway by providing the wireless connection for guests and staff. Managed service providers that utilize Nomadix and 
Cambium only need to complete the network with the switch fabric to gain the benefits of the solution.

Once initial access is configured, access points and the health of the Wi-Fi network can be managed using the Nomadix Hotel 
Portal. Easily monitor the network via the dashboard, which provides status and reports for the various network devices to 
optimize the network and mitigate any downtime. 

For guests, they simply authenticate and connect their devices to the fast and secure internet they expect. This enables them 
to use mobile keys, stream shows, order room service, engage with in-room assistants, and book hotel amenities - or they may 
just want fast service to work on their laptops. 

Cambium Networks and Nomadix

KEY FEATURES 

• Scalable to accommodate small- to large-size
properties - from boutique B&Bs to resorts to
convention centers

• Robust cloud-based authentication and controls
for configuration and management of visitor-based
networks

• Template creation for branded guest authentication
portal to connect to the hotel’s look and feel

• Bandwidth management, allocation and controls
to ensure users get the right bandwidth levels with
unused bandwidth redistributed to optimize the guest
experience

• Ability to connect to PMS systems to validate
checked-in guests and charge fees for internet usage
if required

• Property-specific ticket and reports for real-time guest
insights

• Conference tool that allows administrators to set up
events, configure special access codes and offer
event-specific landing pages
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APPLICATIONS

The Cambium Networks and Nomadix solutions are 
ideal for the hospitality industry, providing the desired 
bandwidth and management to accommodate dozens to 
thousands of rooms and devices accessing the network 
at the same time. In equipped properties, guests can:

• Stream TV shows easily from their mobile devices
directly on the in-room TVs

• Book hotel amenities, including spa appointments,
dinner reservations, and cabanas or tables at the
pool

• Check-in, check-out, access mobile keys, order
towels - all from their personal devices

• Use smart in-room devices to turn down lighting,
open curtains and adjust thermostats

   Scalable: 

Offering the scalability to accommodate all sizes of 
networks and the flexibility to meet guest and hotelier 
needs

   Guest Satisfaction: 

Meeting and exceeding expectations of guests when 
streaming content, acessessing hotel accommodations, 
and other common tasks including video conference 
calls, email and web browsing 

   Secure: 

Providing access for guests, staff, maintenance, IoT 
devices and video surveillance cameras with the 
highest levels of security and privacy 

   Control:

Achieving unparalleled reliability and ease of 
management by pairing these solutions with responsive 
and dedicated support 

   Cost-Effective: 

Combining robust, high-value solutions that offer an 
optimal internet experience, providing hoteliers with a 
strong ROI 

  Boost Loyalty: 

With this truly connected experience, guests will choose 
to return for the same conveniences and comfortable 
experiences when they travel for business or leisure 

All of the above can be easily monitored and managed, prioritized for loyalty members, controlled for security and 
privacy, and optimized for better ROI.

FAST, SECURE NETWORK CONNECTION TO EVERY ROOM. 
Delight customers with a connected experience, just like they enjoy at home.
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To learn more about Nomadix and Cambium Networks 
Wi-Fi, please visit:  

www.cambiumnetworks.com/wifi/

SUMMARY

With more than 20 years of experience, Nomadix enables over 5 million daily internet connections, in over 150 countries. 
With a global reputation for unparalleled reliability and ease of management, its patented gateways are the industry standard 
in hospitality, used by tens of thousands of properties and supporting millions of rooms worldwide. The company provides 
hotel owners, brands, property management groups and managed service providers (MSPs) with a suite of solutions that will 
enhance the guest and tenant experience, today and into the future. From TV casting, to secure Wi-Fi, to PBX – travelers can 
feel at home wherever they go. For more information, visit nomadix.com.

https://www.cambiumnetworks.com/wifi/



